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Abstract

Indonesian National Standard (SNI) is the commitment of achieving product quality on

Industry, such in National Construction Industry. However, there was a dilemma when the

macro policy influences on implementation. A radical change has been broadening from

revision on Indonesian Standard of Earthquake-Resistant Building (SNI 03-1726-2002 to

RSNI 2012) that affects to the existing building. The impact of new building code emerges

cost material significantly rise around two times and how the treatment accordingly new

building code. Unfortunately, these dilemmas still lies on the scientific arena, and the

practitioners is lack of capacity on implementation. Regarding sustainability on civil building

regulation, the most important factor in disaster reduction (i.e. earthquake) is to learn lessons

from past disasters and to take measures in response. Difference probability impact exceed

from 10% become 2%, lies on public policy area and scientific adjustment. Consequently, the

local government as the key player for Building Code implementation should aware take into

account the appropriate action as necessary on the existing building and forthcoming design.

The propose solution could be tackle the dilemma, it should be more accommodate the

stakeholder expectation rather than scientific approaches, and consider the priorities on

sustainable process and mechanism in term of planning, institutional organising and realistic

budgeting.
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Introduction

Earthquake resistant buildings became standard reference for building practitioners.

Adaptation of earthquake phenomena against the risk of building collapse encourages the

scientists reviewing the return period on previous standards.

Adjustments of SNI (RSNI) imply a dilemma for buildings practitioners, strengthening either

the existing building or implementing standards on the new design. Unfortunately, these

conditions are still at the academiac arena, so that the implementation is often elicited debate

among structuree designer and practitioners. Lack of capability in the area of building
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practitioners in implementing such regulations encourage the needs for reinforcing

competencies through the design, institutional and budgeting.

Until recently, little studies from around the world examined the implementation of the

earthquake building resistant policy. However, several research have contributed to our

understanding of the buildings seismic code implementation, and this study derived from that

attention. This research undertaken by historical and descriptive method with dynamic casual

model loop.

Previous Studies on Seismic Policy: An Overview

Numerous research regarding building earthquake resistant standards have been

undertaken. Most of them focused on the reliability of buildings against earthquake

phenomenon which gradually changes around last decade. Unfortunately, a little concern

about seismic policy implementation process. Factors affecting seismic policy over the past

two decades various in each country.

Mushkatel and Weschler (1985, p.681) pointout that technology induces the political and

economical impediments that associate the building policy implementation in California

(USA), such as financial contraints of community, Local Governments efforts to develope

mitigation policy, commitment and motivation of the public officials, Lack of interest group

and low salient issues among the public.

Based on engineering adjustment, overview of the building code derived from risk probability

of seismic impacts or victims, and structural performance. Atkinson (2009) demonstrates the

compatibility review of National Building Code of Canada (NRC 2005) through earthquake

ground motions on the structure performance. It is used time histories compatible with

uniform hazard spectrum (UHS). The UHS having 2% probability change of being exceeded

in 50 years. Moreover, Irtem et al. (2007) briefly describe the causes of collapse and damage

on Low-Rise Reinforce Concrete (RC) Buildings in Turkey. The study adjust the realistic

evaluation to collapse reasons of the existing RC building through the recent earthquake

events in Turkey. It is concluded that the damage and collapses are not due to deficiencies

of seismic provision on the building code (TEC), the other factors could imply these reasons

likely due to failure update of hazard maps, modified on construction during occupancy,

administrative and design error, retrofit failure from previous earthquake, lack of maintenance

that cause the reduction capacity or strenght of materials.

In Pakistan, the government and technical committee response the present code practice on

building resistant code BCOP-2007. After the large earthquake in 8 October 2005, the

scientist and official government engage on collaboration supervising the existing building.

These efforts indicates that initial implementation process of seismic policy derived from

scientific adaptability and enforced by government as the agent of change (Sharif et al.

2011).

Yang (2009) also demonstrate to critise the suitability the seismic code (SNI 03-1726-2002)

for high rise building in Jakarta, Indonesia. It is argues that Seismic Reduction factor
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significanly changed to adapt the current earthquake phenomena. After the six year of

building code implemented, the great earthquake events (M >7.0) occured in Indonesia.

Furthermore, regarding scientific adaptability to the seismic phenomena, Indonesia has been

reviewing the seismic design code for building, SNI-03-1726-2002. Ministry of Public Works,

engage with academia and stake holder in geological science and Ministry of Research and

Technology provide the updating earthquake zonation maps (Asrurifak 2010, Ristek 2010).

Nevertheless, Updating earthquake-zone maps impact to public opinion, particularly in

building practice. Unfortunately, around two years it is exist in scientific arena and lack of

information on the practitioners level. How about the existing building being consider based

on adaptability of seismic policy, and consequencies in government policies in building

environment will be achieved so far ?. This attention will discussed within the context of Local

Government as the key player of building regulation.

Earthquake Phenomenon and Civil Buildings Policy: An Overview

The failure and collapes of the building are the factors causing loss of people life. This matter

encourages attention on the land-use planning and building codes to minimise victims and

properties in earthquake damaged (Mushkatel and Weschler 1985), and for around last

decade there was major earthquake occure in Indonesia (Yang 2009). Indonesia is the

famous region, it is located at the complex tectonic area and still very active (Asrurifak 2010).

According the historical data from USGS since 1956-2012, more than 30 events of

earthquake (M≥6.0) lies on this country, and the tremendous one in 2004 that located in

Andaman Island. In facts, it is frequenlty occured between 2000-2006 (See Figure 1).

Following the technology development, Ministry of Public Work of Indonesia published the

seismic code for building SNI-03-1726-2002. According to the earthquake phenomenon,

recently the government initiative updating the hazard maps to adapt that situation.

Figure 1. Frequency and Range of Magnitude- Greater or Equal than M6 of Indonesia (Analysis 2013)

1938 1976 2000 2002 2003 2004 *) 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2012

8,5 7,1 7,9 7,6 7 6,7-9,1 6,7-8,6 6,3-7,7 6,4-7,9 7,4 6,6-7,7 7,2 8,6

*) Sumatera-Andaman M9.1
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SNI-03-1726-2002 allowed the return period into three categories, Low earthquake (Tr = 20

years), Medium (Tr = 75 years) and Great earthquake (Tr = 500 years). Each category

refers to the effective lifetime of building around 50 years. Based on the resistance design

philosophy, there were a two level loading. It is defined that the building induced by low-

earthquake and medium-earthquake repetition along the design lifetime. These return period

less than 75 years, and the structure expected could resistant from great earthquake with

cycle period of 500 years (SNI 2002)

However, considering the earthquake phenomena in Indonesia since 2002, there are three

events of great earthquake (Magnitude ≥ 8.0) and 16 events of major earthquake magnitude

around 7-7.9 (Yang 2009). Responding these situation, Ministry of Public Works of Indonesia

organise the meeting in order to revise the hazard maps. The revision of hazard maps (See

Figure 1) is referring to IBC-2006 where spectral acceleration values at Peak Ground

Acceleration/ PGA, 0.2 and 1.0 second with a return period of 2500 years (Asrurifak, et al.

2010, Ristek 2010). The policy from updating hazard maps will applyying for general

buildings. Furthermore, the effects of adaptable decision based on the earthquake

phenomena implies to building project in practice, and the buildings practioners raise of

awareness regarding that issues.

Figure 2: Map of 1.0 sec spectral acceleration of Indonesia for 2% probability exeedance in 50 years, Tr = 2500

years. (Asrurifak 2010,p.59)

Unfortunately, the updating maps that influences the building regulation still debatable. This

is about dilemma for the stakeholders in buildings practice. In facts, the building practitioners,

in term of contractors and structural engineer and government lies on the different

perspectives. Practitioners would like to achieve the seismic policy in practices, for instance

they were not practically capable in detail of seismic code, for instance usage Spectrum

Response depend on certain location, it likely in academia area. In case of review design,

practitioners provide some responses to engineer regarding new earthquake zonation maps

are influences the cost of material significantly. In regulation stance, the engineer still
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consitence in scientific adjustment. Unfortunately, contractors lack of capacity to interpret the

design code in detail otherwise the Technical of Reference obligate them in the contract of

project. The government as the agent of change should aware on these issues. Construction

industry in developing country has 3 - 6 % constribution for GDP (Lowe 2003). Practioners

should be encouraged more productive in development, particular in to their participation to

succesful the MP3EI. Recently, the vibrant to accelerate the economic growth of six corridors

gives the opportunity the government by a bureaucracy expanding serves the needs of

construction businesses.

Learnt from California case study in 1985, whether intergovermental system facing the hinder

factors of seismic policy implementation. Subsidy through the private sector which earn the

low interest caused by seismic policy implementation could resolve at the moment. In

general, the building regulation influences the financial contraints as consequencies

increasing of seismic risk factor. The buildings practice, it is indicates from cost estimation.

Cost estimation based on work specifications and drawings are prepared to guarantee that

the owner of the work will be done correctly and contractors should receive a decent

advantage. In facts, the updating earthquake-zone maps induce the material cost around two

times as follows PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration) increasing 1.2-3.0 times (Asrurifak 2010).

Furthermore, the diversity on characteristic in term of location and site condition (land use),

and indentify the interest range of seismic period should be applied in existing building.

Following the Indonesian Government initiatives (MP3EI) to accelerate the six of economic

corridor, it is lead the needs of infrastructure development spread from Sabang to Merauke.

This challenging for seismic policy implementation in develeping countries, particular in

Indonesia. Meanwhile the infrastructure development should afford by 5 % GDP, and MP3EI

requires sufficient access to drive the economic growth in six corridors, the Government

should consider the state budgeting will raise. The author define this situation as ‘Dilemma’.

However, there are options might be achieved to sustain the development onward.

Factors Influencing Successful Implementation of Eartquake-Resistant Building
Standard in Local Government

Many studies regarding successful implementation of seismic policy (Earthquake-Resistant

Code for Building), nevertheless only two type that related the seismic provision. First, these

study focuses on seismic code enforcement. The second type, broadly more analysed policy

of earthquake mitigation that developed from regulation literatures.

The propose solution could be tackle the dilemma of Earthquake Resistant Building Standar,

it should be more accommodate the stakeholder expectation rather than scientific

approaches, and consider the priorities on sustainable process and mechanism in term of

planning, institutional organising and realistic budgeting.

However, most of studies very little examined the long-term perspective of implementation

process at the local government level, particularly in Indonesia. It well known that Local

Government is the key player in term of policy making on sustainable development. Since

2008, the government released Act 28/2008 regarding on Building Construction Regulation,

which was supplemented by Government Regulation Act. 36/2005. The objectives of the

building regulation is: (i) to realise of functional building and in compliance with the building
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and in harmony on its environment, the building embodies the code of conduct which

ensures the reliability of the building standard in terms of safety, healthy, comfortable, and

convenience, (ii) to realise of legal aspects in organising building. According to the building

construction regulation, the local government have the authorities to regulate the

construction process in term of regulation, consideration and building control from key stages

the design process, approval, construction process and maintenance.

More over, the international initiatives inline with Government Regulation Act 36/2005. United

Nation that stated from article 21 and 23 of Hyogo Framework for Action:

‘.........States and regional, and international organizations, including the United

Nations and international financial institutions, are called upon to integrate disaster

risk reduction considerations into their sustainable development policy, planning and

programming at all levels. ..... , States and regional and international organizations

should also support the capacities of regional mechanisms and organizations to

develop regional plans, policies and common practices, as appropriate,...’

Underlining the UN initiatives above, developing countries have ‘heterogeneous entity’, thus

we should take into account that every actions towards establishing sustainability on the

decisions making must be concern with ‘differences approach characteristics’ between

regions or countries (Du Plessis 2005, p.406).

Regarding to seismic policy implementation in Indonesia, the author propose the drawing of

Local Government positions on building policy implementation. Factors that influencing the

decisions making in Local Government derived by political issue since decentralisation

established in 1998. Development policy concept emphasis sustainability pillars as the

foundation, then every decision making considered the environments and socio-economy

basis.

Figure 3: Factors influencing the Buildings Policy Implementation in Indonesian Local Government

(Proposed Framework 2013)
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From Figure 3, it could found that the barriers pointout from social issues interrelate to

Economy and environmental issues. This research central origins from environmental

reponse (earthquake) then induces the programme (MP3EI). The secondary affects due to

budgeting system, and it is quite complex in government policy process (Figure 4). Annually,

many pricipal actor involve in national strategic (Nurmandi 2012). Inline with the report of the

Ministry of National Development Planning on the priorities of RPJMN 2010-2014 that one of

priority of infrastructure considering the limitations of the development fund. It is justify, that

seismic policy implementation should be affordable based on the realistic budgeting.

Note: The Ministry of Finance (MF),The Ministry of Planning (MP), The Coordinator Ministry of Economic Affairs (CMEA), The Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA).

Figure 3: Structure of Relationship among the actors in Annual Strategic Planning (Nurmandi 2012)

Based on the Regulation basis, the new seismic code imply to the other organic regulation of

Building Standard, for instance the building licence (IMB/ Ijin Mendirikan Bangunan). The

ministry of public works provide the guidance (Permen PU 24/2007) regarding building

licence describe the implementation of seismic policy into the planning stage, administrative,

retribution and punishment. These situation reflection of interconnecting of policy impact until

the organic policies in all levels in Local Government.

Discussion and conclusion

The concept of buildings safety factor against earthquakes should attributed by incidence risk

during the lifetime design of building structures. The earthquake is a probabilistic event, then

the strength or intensity, had return period. These relation could be formulated by following

mathematical equation

= 1 − 1 −
1

× 100%

Where: R = Earthquake risk during the lifetime period (%), T = Return Period of earthquake

(year) and N = lifetime of building design (year)

Shifting of probability risk on seismic code (SNI 03-1726-2002) from 10% become 2%

emerges two consequencies. Firstly, it is about engineering adjustment that influences the
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previous standard and updating the earthquake hazard maps. Secondly, the policy

implementation through the stakeholder in building construction industry. The first impact, it

could nearby quantitative by the scientific approach. However, the second impact has the

complex dimension and colouring politic. Whether the social reality should be accomodate in

term of stakeholder expectations, priority of building function for society and affordability in

cost of construction for practitioners.

Awareness through the earthquake phenomena for building standard is precious to acheived.

The author suggest to handle the dilemma regarding a new building standard implementation

through planning, institutional organising and realistic budgeting. Local Government by the

authorities could enabling comprehensive scrutiny for certain building projects integrated in

every stage of urban planning. Arrangement of building survey and administrative for building

occupancy organised in the department of public work on each region. For the longterm

purposes, it is a need for rafting the potential resources from private sector, stakeholder and

government to gain the schemes of development fund. It means that dependency on state

budgeting (APBN) could be reduced.
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